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1. What type of itm allows pupils to select, organise, integrate and synthesise their 
responses in their own words?

     	      objective

     	      multiple choice

     	--->> essay

     	      formative

2. What is the range of the following  set of data :56, 27, 38, 67, 46 and 92?

     	      27

     	      92

     	--->> 65

     	      250

3. Which of the following is NOT a skill to be acquired  when pupils carry out project 
work?

     	--->> develop rote memory

     	      set up equipment

     	      observe and record the daily life pattern

     	      recognising  a good chain

4. An instrument  essentially consists of a list of steps, activities and events associated 
with given behaviour traits is

     	      anecdotal

     	      questionnaire

     	--->> checklist

     	      rating scale

5. The Chairman of the schools' Continuous Assessment Committee is the
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     	      Counsellor

     	      Head of Department

     	      Class teacher

     	--->> Principal

6. The highest level of modified Bloom's taxonomy is

     	      evaluation

     	      synthesis

     	--->> create

     	      analysis

7. The techniques  for assessing some aspects of non-cognitive behaviour of the pupils 
and their social interrelationship

     	      sociology

     	--->> socio-metric

     	      systematic observation

     	      anecdotal

8. Which of the following is NOT a class record for teachers?

     	      scheme of work

     	      class register

     	--->> disciplinary book

     	      lesson attendance register

9. Item analysis will help you to determine the foolwing EXCEPT

     	--->> select responding

     	      discrimination index

     	      difficulty index

     	      distracters effectiveness
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10. The act of looking out for  and recording the presence  or absence  of verbal and 
non-verbal  behaviours is

     	      gazing

     	--->> observation

     	      verbalisation

     	      concentration
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